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CROSSROADS by ODS is a comprehensive office
furniture system designed to address the needs
of today's and tomorrows’ office.
Based on a core frame and tile platform and drawing
from legacy of classic systems furniture, CROSSROADS
offer extensive choice of components and can be built
upon, extended or fully reconfigured in response
to changing demographics, advances in technology
and evolving work patterns.

CREATIVITY &
INNOVATION
CROSSROADS foundation is 3-inch frame and tile panel.
Used in combination with 1-inch segmented divider panels,
legs and screens from the new XBENCH system and LIFT
height-adjustable tables, CROSSROADS migrates with
ease from traditional cubicle layouts to modern technology
set-ups to contemporary private offices and conference
rooms concepts.
Adaptable and scalable, CROSSROADS allows you to
make any office space your own office in style and on
the budget.
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FLEXIBILITY
OF DESIGN
CROSSROADS makes it possible to create the exact workplace
required. Vertical surfaces are offered as a whiteboard,
tackboard, accessory tool rail, wood, laminate, glass or metal.
A variety of desk space liberating accessories are offered.
Integrated screens add privacy and protection.
Worksurfaces are ergonomically designed to support
workflow patterns featuring standard fixed height, drop-down
for lower storage and height-adjustable applications.
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SEAMLESS
INTEGRATION
CROSSROADS was designed to stand alone or be used
with other ODS lines – XBENCH-fixed height benching
system and LIFT tables – height-adjustable bases.
Height-adjustable workstations is a staple of modern office.
CROSSROADS high panels with glazed upper row work in unison
with LIFT tables that feature work-surface integrated screens allow
for separation, protection and privacy, creating a lighter working
environment instead of relying on traditional panels lay-out.
Mobile pedestals with cushions are strong enough to be used
as impromptu guest seating.
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PLENTIFUL
STORAGE
While going digital is a strong trend of modern
office, the need for traditional storage still remains.
CROSSROADS offers extensive range of storage
solutions - vertical storage towers, pedestals fixed and mobile, traditional lateral files, open shelves
and low storage units. Metal storage components have
a light, clean look, and offer a range of attractive finishes.
Shown seamless integration of XBENCH legs
with CROSSROADS systems furniture.
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OPTIONS
ABUNDANT
CROSSROADS offers a mix of materials
that contribute to aesthetics, function and
sustainability goals of modern office.
Channel-mounted bracket-less frosted
glass adds to privacy, but at the same
time allows flow of natural light.
Wood doors bring an upscale look to the
metal cabinet cases. Laminated
gallery panels reflect the latest
trend of modern office.
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DESIGN
CHOICES
Along with using traditional materials like steel, aluminum,
laminate, fabric and glass, CROSSROADS innovative
approach offers such upscale materials like Rigid Thermo Foil
(RTF) and Polyester Felt (PET) that offer multiple choice
of colors and patterns allows creating unique office
environments.
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PRIVACY
WHEN
NEEDED
From open space collaborative areas to semi-private
settings for focused teams, from a conference room to a
modern corner office CROSSROADS strikes a balance
between the needs of the user and those of the
organization.
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COLORS
& FINISHES
CROSSROADS systems furniture is versatile and
adaptive. It easily integrates with ODS LIFT tables
and allows creating more private environment for
certain applications by adding height-adjustable
functions to the office space.
Worksurfaces are available in a variety of shapes,
including 120-degree setups that support unique
workstyles, job functions and preferred orientation.
Channel mounted frosted glass creates more
privacy and at the same time allows natural light
flow and integrated white board adds function to
the featured set-up.
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DESIGN,
PERFORMANCE,
VALUE!
ODS family of products, including CROSSROADS
systems furniture, XBENCH fixed height benching and
LIFT height adjustable tables were designed to
integrate seamlessly, adapt to changes,and extend
planning possibilities for uniquely functional
workspace, while doing it in style and on the budget.
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